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Section 1

Introduction to the Russian
Insurance CEO Survey 2011
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Introduction to the Russian Insurance CEO survey 2011

This document reports on an anonymous survey among top Russian insurance executives, gauging their view on
the Russian insurance market development in 2011 and 2012. The survey was conducted by Oliver Wyman, a
leading global strategy consultancy for the financial services industry, in partnership with the All Russian Insurance
Association. It is the third survey of its kind, following the 2009 and 2010 surveys, both of which turned out to be
highly predictive of the Russian Insurance market’s development.
The information presented in this document is predominantly based on the anonymous responses of survey
participants, and has been tested and confirmed in follow-up interviews with CEOs and board members of leading
Russian insurance companies.
Since the close of data collection the official H1 2011 results have become available, showing that GWP has
indeed returned to double digit YoY growth. This information was not available to survey participants at the time of
the survey. By now, our follow-up interviews indicate that most CEOs expect 13% to 15% GWP growth for 2011
and even higher growth for 2012, but are also convinced that profit margins will remain under pressure
In interpreting the information presented in this document, it is important to keep he following in mind:
– The data represents the opinions of those who completed the questionnaire. They do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of either ARIA or Oliver Wyman. However, judging from the results of the 2009 and 2010 surveys,
which accurately predicted what happened in the market in those years, the joint opinion of CEOs is authorative
– At times, individual answers appear somewhat contradictive, and for some questions answers do not converge
on a common opinion. Wherever we felt that the lack of convergence was indicative of disorientation /
uncertainty or two opposing but perfectly viable positions, we have made this explicit
– Where appropriate, we include post-survey interview results to supplement data interpretation
– In the synthesis section, we provide our own view on the market dynamics over a 5 year horizon
Our hope is that the results of this work will serve as a basis for further discussion among senior industry leaders,
and between the Industry, its Regulator and the State, with the goal to establish a common view on how to best
develop the Russian Insurance market to achieve its full potential.
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Section 2

Reflections on industry
dynamics in 2010
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Reflection on the Russian Insurance market dynamics in 2010
After the crisis year 2009, 2010 turned out to be another difficult year for the Russian Insurance sector. Premium growth returned,
but this growth was below inflation and not enough to break the cycle of destructive competition on price and commission. In fact,
liquidity pressure remained a key driver of competitive behaviour and while investment results improved, access to fresh capital
remained difficult. Strategic investors remained cautious about new investment, despite a rebounding economy, following a
general trend of discounting Russia versus the other BRICs, and investment into the development of their existing insurance
assets was scaled back.
At the beginning of 2010, most insurers had exhausted “anti crisis” cost cutting measures. Done in haste and often unbalanced,
without subsequent structural improvements to their operations, these measures did not lead to strategic differentiation. By Q2
insurers started to feel raising salary cost in line with returning opportunity for talented staff. As a result, continued competition on
price and commission remained for many the most obvious strategic choice. Disappointed with financial performance,
shareholders started to dismiss senior executives, kicking off an “executive carousel” which brought change to individual
companies but little fresh talent to the market.
The exit (through bankruptcy or other) of weak players did not happen to the expected extent. While customers and distribution
partners started to migrate to large insurers and established brands in a quest for financial and operational stability, the
consolidation progressed slower than anticipated. In fact, the market proved once more to be structurally inert and surprisingly
resilient to change. With growth returning, old mindsets and practices have come back. Most insurers did not:
– Fundamentally change their strategies
– Implement fundamental operational improvements
– Negotiate lower commission levels and address key structural issues in distribution
– Exit the cash flow operating model
As a result, the market as a whole continues to be worth less than half of its value in mid 2008, despite premium achieving 2008
level. CEOs know this and understand that the criteria for valuation of their companies have moved from premium volume to
include several other indicators such as profitability and operational sustainability. However, shareholders seem to continue too
push their companies to indiscriminate growth in expectation (or hope?) of top-line driven valuations and deals.
2011 and 2012 will likely see a return to double digit growth, but will likely not see a fundamental recovery of margins. The
mechanisms of destructive competition remain mostly in place, the market remains structurally inert and expected growth throws a
lifeline to the cash flow operators. There is an argument, that inter market competition will not break this deadlock in the near term.
However, a medium term remedy seems to be regulatory and legislatory action. Given the role that insurance can play for the
International Financial Centre initiative, such actions seems now more likely than before.
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The global financial crisis triggered a cycle of premium and margin contraction
and destructive competitive behaviour in the Russian insurance market in 2009

Liquidity crisis
Cash flow operating model
exposed to premium
contraction
Most small and many
larger insurers in critical
liquidity situation1

Premium contraction
Negative premium growth
Negative/weak investment results
Undercapitalisation and no access to fresh capital

1

Premium contraction

Margin erosion
Competition on
price and commission erodes
margins further
Demand declines and some
core segments are loss
making
Liquidity pressure rises
Defaults and bankruptcies
erode customer trust

2
Liquidity
crisis

5
Margin
erosion

Vicious
contraction
cycle
3
Anti crisis
measures
4

Destructive
competitive
behaviour

Anti crisis measures
Often unbalanced and
too short-term focused1
Often disabling
strategic capabilities
Rarely leading to
strategic differentiation

Destructive competition
After near term cost cutting is exhausted, competition on price and
commission are often the only remaining strategic options
1. Oliver Wyman Crisis Impact Survey December 2008 / January 2009
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Despite the return of growth in 2010, the dynamics of destructive competition
prevailed as growth remained below inflation

2010 industry dynamics
1

2009 vicious contraction cycle

2

1

2

Premium contraction

Premium
Growth returned with 8.2%, but remained below inflation
Investment results improved but remained volatile
Access to fresh capital remained difficult
Liquidity
Cash flow operating model still dominating insurance
2/3 of CEOs report that critical liquidity pressure persists

Liquidity
crisis

5
Margin
erosion

Vicious
contraction
cycle

3

Operating cost
Quick cost savings are exhausted
Salaries and rents increasing in line with economic recovery
Operational efficiency still at pre crisis level

4

Competitive behaviour
Lack of financial resources and unbalanced “anti crisis
measures” leave little choice but to compete on price and
commissions

5

Margins
Competition on price and commission continued to erode
margins
Below inflation growth is not enough to ease liquidity pressure,
but provides life-line to cash flow operating model

3
Anti crisis
measures

4
Destructive
competitive
behaviour

Source: Oliver Wyman Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2010
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In 2010, Gross Written Premium increased by 8.2% with premium growth for the
first time since years outpacing claims growth of 3.4%

GWP & claims: Year over Year annual view

GWP & claims growth: YoY annual view
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GWP & claims: Year over Year quarterly view
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Source: Official insurance regulator figures; insur-info.ru; Oliver Wyman analysis
GWP excludes Obligatory Medical Insurance
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VTB Insurance

Zurich

Surgutneftegaz

ZHASO

Generali PPF

Kapital

1.1%

0.9%

0.8%

74%

ZHASO

MAKS

Kapital

Generali PPF

Ugoriya

Zurich

Rostra

VTB Insurance

GutaStrakhovanie

Soglasie

14%

2.9%

2.3%

1.9%

1.8%

1.7%

1.6%

1.5%

1.4%

1.2%

1.1%

1.0%

0.9%

8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

16%

10%

71%

2009

16%

10%

14%
12%

URALSIB

3.4%

1.3%

8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
14%
12%

14%
Energogarant

GutaStrakhovanie

2.4%
3.0% 2.4%
2.1%

Rossiya

3.2%
3.0%

Generali PPF

10%

Ugoriya

3.9%
4.0%

1.3%

2010

57%

4.3%

Ugoriya

Transneft

URALSIB

Renaissance

MSK Group

MAKS

Soglasie

1.5%

MAKS

5.1%
5.2%

1.6%

Kapital

6.0%
5.5%

1.6%

17%

41%

7.8%
8.3%

1.7%

Renaissance

4.2%

2.2%

60%

MSK Group

VSK

Alfastrakhovanie

Alfastrakhovanie

RESOGarantiya

Allianz

VSK
4.5%

2.4%

Soglasie

0

10.8% 7.9%
13.2%
8.9%

5.2%

3.1%

ZHASO

20
10

6.4%

3.6%

16%
14%
12%

Zurich

40
30

43%

4.2%

Renaissance

50

Rosgosstrakh

70
60

4.9%

76%

14%

URALSIB

80

7.6%

18%

VSK

14.5% 9.0%

1H 2011

62%

Alfastrakhovanie

0

44%

MSK Group

20
10

5.2%

Allianz Group

40
30

SOGAZ

50

Ingosstrakh

70
60

Rosgosstrakh

80

6.6%

Allianz

13.5% 10.4% 8.0%

RESOGarantiya

0

RESOGarantiya

10

Ingosstrakh

20

SOGAZ

30

Rosgosstrakh

40

Ingosstrakh

50

SOGAZ

The top companies solidified their market position and customer and distribution
assets migrated to large insurers and established brands

1.9%
2.1%

1.9%
2.1%

1.8%

1.6%
1.7%

1.6%

1.6%
1.4%

1.4%
1.2%

1.1%

0.9%
1.0%

0.9%
0.8%

8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

Source: Official Russian insurance regulator statistics (FSSN); Oliver Wyman analysis.
Note – everywhere it applies, the figures given are for the entire insurance group, including it’s life insurance subsidiaries (e.g. MSK Group includes Spasskie Vorota and MSK Life)
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The growth/payout patterns of the Top 20 players shows that company performance
varies widely and that cash flow underwriting is still present in the market

80%

1- payout ratio
(2010)

VTB
(60% growth)

70%
SOGAZ
Kapital

Rostra
(67% growth)

Alfastrakhovanie

60%

Rosgosstrakh

Soglasie
(76% growth)

Renaissance

Market
average
47.2%

50%
-30%

-20%

-10%

0%
Ugoria

VSK

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

40%
MAKS

Reso-Garantia

Ingosstrakh

30%
MSK
Group

ZHASO

20%

Zurich

URALSIB

Guta-Strakhovanie

Allianz

RESO

10%

0%

Total market average
growth 8.2%

Size of bubbles correspond
to the company
market share

GWP growth (FY 2010/ FY 2009)

Source: Official insurance regulator figures; insur-info.ru; Oliver Wyman analysis.
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Over the last years, the product mix in the Russian insurance market remained fairly
stable, discounting externally driven anomalies triggered by the financial crisis

Market product split
100%
90%
80%

2%
4%
6%

3%
3%
5%

13%

15%

4%

5%

% total GWP

70%
60%

Comments

26%

Over the last years, the product mix in the Russian
insurance market remained fairly stable

3%
4%
7%

Little product innovation has been observed
specifically in the retail segments (for example very
little product differentiation in the motor segment)

15%
5%

26%

The shifts in 2009 / 2010 product mix are externally
driven:

25%

– CASCO lost significant volume in the crisis in line
with significant reduction in sales of new cars. This
volume will be regained with the economic
recovery

50%
40%

14%

17%

17%

30%

– Voluntary Medical remained fairly resilient in the
crisis as employers did not significantly cut back
on employee benefits. The segment maintained
the same share in 2010 as in 2009

20%
31%
10%

27%

25%

2009

2010

0%
2008

CASCO

OMTPL

Voluntary medical

Property

1

Liability

Personal accident

Life
Other

While our 2010 Insurance CEO survey showed
product innovation for the first time in the top three
CEO priorities, this remains an aspiration not
supported by market observations

There is significant inertia (and therefore opportunity for companies) in broadening
the product/service offering
Source: Official insurance regulator figures; Oliver Wyman analysis.
1. Total property excluding CASCO.
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In 2010, retail lines outgrew commercial lines (9.5% versus 7.0%), however,
commercial lines showed better payout ratios than retail
1- payout ratio
(FY 2010)

120%

100%

Personal
accident

Liability

Liability

Life
80%

Personal
accident
Property1

Property1
OMTPL
Total market
average
-20%
47.2%

-10%

0%

60%

40%

CASCO

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

OMTPL

Voluntary medical
Voluntary medical
20%

Life

CASCO

0%

Total market average
growth 8.2%

Commercial
Retail
Size of bubbles correspond
to the business lines’
market share
GWP growth (FY 2010 / FY 2009)

Source: Official insurance regulator figures, Oliver Wyman analysis
1. Total property excluding CASCO.
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Profits are concentrated in property lines with commercial property contribution
almost 1/3 of cash flows after claims payouts

Market profitability (1-payout ratio)1
(“Profit” pools), FY 2010

Market Gross Written Premium
(Premium pools), FY 2010
48%
100%
3%
4%
4%
2%

75%

52%

42%

58%

2%
4%
3%

5%

7%

2%

5%

7%
21%

14%

50%

6%

25%

31%

10%

13%
20%

7%
3%
5%

0%
0%

25%

Retail

CASCO

OMTPL

50%

9%

75%

100%

Commercial
Property 2

Liability

0%

25%

4%
4%
50%

Retail
Voluntary medical

75%

100%

Commercial
Personal accident

Life

Other

Source: Official insurance regulator figures; Oliver Wyman analysis.
1. “Profit pools” proxy as: GWP less claims payouts. Does not include commission cost, operating expenses and investment income
2. Total property excluding CASCO.
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Accounting for acquisition and administration cost creates an even clearer picture
of profits highly concentrated in Commercial lines – Retail CASCO makes a loss

Pre-tax profits – full expense load1
(Net Profit pools) FY 2010

% total pre-tax profits

100%
80%
60%
100%
40%
20%
0%
Property

Liab

VMI

PA

OMTPL

CASCO Property

Liab

Retail

VMI

PA

OMTPL

CASCO

Total

Commercial

Commercial property accounts for almost 50% of total industry profits
Accounting for the losses in Retail CASCO, the share of Retail in overall profits is below 10%
Retail profits are driven by home insurance and personal accident
Source: Oliver Wyman product / channel premium and profit pool analysis 2010
1. Pre-tax profits include full claims cost, acquisition cost and administration cost as well as investment income
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Profits are highly concentrated in office sales, while motor heavy channels have
low profitability (agents) or are overall loss making (car dealers and retail brokers)

Pre-tax profits – full expense load1
(Net Profit pools) FY 2010

% total pre-tax profits

100%

2010

80%
60%
100%
40%
20%
0%
Direct

Office

Agents Banks Brokers

Retail

Car
dealers

Other

Direct

Office

Agents

Banks Brokers

Commercial

Car
dealers

Other

Total

Channel profitability reflects the product mix of individual channels
Commercial lines are sold predominantly through offices which explains the high share of office
sales in overall profits
Retail channels which sell predominantly motor products (retail brokers and car dealers) are
making a loss
Source: Oliver Wyman product / channel premium and profit pool analysis 2010
1. Pre-tax profits include full claims cost, acquisition cost and administration cost as well as investment income
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The retail / commercial split remained broadly the same along all business lines

GWP Retail vs. Commercial
FY 2010

GWP Retail vs. Commercial
FY 2009

CASCO

80%

20%

80%

20%

OMTPL

82%

18%

81%

19%

Property 1

16%

Liability
Voluntary
medical

84%

22%

14%

78%

14%

20%

86%

Life

41%
79%

Other

61%

73%

48%

0%

25%
Retail

84%

21%

27%

Total market

80%

16%

59%

Accident

86%

73%
16%

52%

50%

75%
Commercial

39%
27%
84%

48%

100%

0%

25%
Retail

52%

50%

75%

100%

Commercial

Source: Official insurance regulator figures; Oliver Wyman analysis.
1 Total property, excluding CASCO.
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The Russian insurance market is currently severely undercapitalized versus new
capital requirements that become binding Jan. 2012

Capitalization of Russian insurance market 1

As of Feb. 2011, there was a RUR 54.4 BN
deficit in Russian insurers’ cumulative
capitalization versus new requirements coming
into force at end of this year

250

200

RUR 54.4 BN gap between
current capital and end
2011 requirements

– Capitalization has grown only 3.3% in 2010,
suggesting a lack of ability / intent on the
part of current shareholders to invest further
in the Russian insurance market

BN RUR

150
173.5
100
124.4

Comments

119.2

According to FSSN, as of February 2011, 75%
of Russian insurers (approximately 470
companies) do not meet the new requirements
Maintaining capital adequacy of the current
number of insurers, an average of RUR 116
MM per insurer will need to be invested

50

23.9

34.0

34.0

2010

2011F

0
2009
Foreign capital

Domestic capital

– The minimum level of capitalization for an
insurer is RUR 40 MM
– There are more than 270 companies in the
market who collected less that RUR 40 MM
in GWP in 2010

Source: Official insurance regulator figures; Oliver Wyman analysis
1. 2011F capitalization refers to the capital that the current insurers in the Russian market need to have in aggregate to meet requirements coming into force on 01.01.2012
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Section 3

CEO Outlook for 2011
3.1 Financial performance

FRA-MOWBK1MKT-322

Russian Insurance CEO pessimism of the last two years has given way to a much
more optimistic outlook for the market’s development in 2011 and beyond

Outlook for the Russian insurance sector
CEO perspective

32%

78%

70%

68%

30%
22%

2009

2010

2011

Insurers will face predominantly opportunities
Insurers will face predominantly challenges

CEO expectations in January 2009
Almost 80% of CEOs expected that the financial crisis
will create serious challenges for the Russian
Insurance market
CEO expectations in April/May 2010
While more CEOs saw opportunities in the market
than at the beginning of 2009, the majority was
hesitant or outright pessimistic
– 52% saw predominantly challenges
– 18% expected some more crisis fallout
– Only 30% believed that they can capture the
opportunity and score a “relative victory” over
competitors
CEO expectations in January 2011
Almost 70% of CEOs see predominantly
opportunities associated with the returning growth
‒ Pessimism has finally given way to a more
optimistic view of the market
‒ However, expectations are that margins remain
under pressure

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Surveys 2011, 2010 and 2009; Oliver Wyman analysis
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CEOs see opportunities clearly connected to returning growth and market
consolidation whilst destructive competition remains the core threat

Opportunities and threats 2009
Most significant opportunities 2009
1

2

3

Market consolidation

Reduction of employees cost

Availability of talent

Most significant threats 2009

Opportunities and threats 2010
Most significant opportunities 2010

Opportunities and threats 2011
Most significant opportunities 2011

1

Market consolidation

1

Market consolidation

2

Product innovation

2

New compulsory lines

3

Availability of talent

3

Rebound of bank lending

Most significant threats 2010

Most significant threats 2011

1

Decline of premium

1

Weak demand
for insurance

1

Destructive
competitive activity

2

Liquidity pressure

2

Destructive
competitive activity

2

Rising employee cost
Scarcity of talent

3

Destructive
competitive activity

3

Liquidity pressure

3

Regulatory uncertainty

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Surveys 2009, 2010, 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
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CEOs expect that the market will return to double digit growth of 12.5%, well
above inflation, with optimists expecting growth of about 16%

Expected premium volume development in 2011
Survey participants' perspective

Gross written premium development

Average is
+12.5%

650

625

+12.5%

600

Range of forecasts
-20

-15

-10

-5

0

+5

+10 +15

+20

+25

+8.2%
-7.5%

550
BN RUR

Average
optimists
is +16.3%

500

+14.2%

450
486

555

513

556

2007

2008

2009

2010

400
350

2010 actual growth rate was 8.2%
(CEO Survey forecast was 7%)
Respondents’ growth expectations range between 2.5% and
22% growth, a significantly more narrow range than in the
2009 and 2010 CEO Surveys
Answers average at 12.5% GWP growth
– Well above expected inflation
– Optimists expect GWP growth to be above 16% reaching
pre crisis levels
1H YoY 2011 growth was above 17%, indicating that 2011
may end up closer to the “optimistic estimate”

300
2011F

Expectations are that the market is back to double digit
growth in 2011 after having returned to 2008 total premium
levels in 2010
Key growth driver is the recovering economy resulting in:
– Significant increase of new car sales
– Significant increase in consumer lending and associated
credit linked insurance products
– Improving understanding of the value of insurance among
commercial clients

Source: Insurance CEO Survey 2011; Oliver Wyman analysis
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CEOs believe that contrary to premium, margins will not recover in the near term

Expected profitability development
Survey participants' perspective

Interpretation and trend

48% 48%
41%
33%

36%

25%

24%
19%

Market will
be profitable

16%

Market will
break even

CEO expectations in 2011

Market will
be unprofitable

CEO expectations in 2010

CEO expectations in 2009

Whilst expectations on market profitability was polarized
in 2009 and 2010, there is now increasing consensus
that the market is just breaking even
Only 24% of CEOs believe that the market as a whole
will be profitable, versus 48% in 2010
25% of CEOs do not see profits for 2011

The mechanisms of destructive competition are still at
work as companies return to pre-crisis behaviours with
an almost indiscriminate quest for growth in all major
lines of business
– Ease of liquidity pressure gives cash-flow operators
a life line
– Companies continue to compete on price and
commissions
– Little product/channel innovation visible
Whilst claims and commission cost are expected to
remain at 2010 levels, there is broad agreement that:
– The pressure on administration cost (salary cost and
hiring top talent) is on again and likely to increase in
2011 and beyond
– The cost of office space will increase driven by strong
overall economic growth
The aggressive cost cutting measures taken in
2009 helped reduce administration cost temporarily
but did not:
– Lead to sustained efficiency improvements
– Result in strategic differentiation

Source: Insurance CEO Surveys 2011,2010 and 2009; Oliver Wyman analysis
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CEOs expect that returning growth eases the pressure on liquidity, however,
almost 50% of insurers remain very concerned about their liquidity position

Pressure on insurers’ liquidity in 2011
Survey participants’ perspective on market

41%

34%
22%

3%
No/low

Interpretation and trend

Lower than Same as in Higher than
in 2010
2010
in 2010

0%
Critical

Concern over own liquidity in 2011
Survey participants’ perspective on own company

32%
21%

Not concerned

32%
15%

Somewhat
concerned

Very concerned
Very
and will act
concerned, but
can’t act

Liquidity pressure due to contracting premium volume in
2009 and growth below inflation in 2010 has been the
key driver behind destructive competitive behavior
The expected above inflation growth of 12.5% for 2011
will likely ease the pressure on liquidity, but will not
remove it entirely
CEOs see liquidity for the market as a whole no longer
as critical with opinions split between pressure
remaining at 2010 levels and pressure easing versus
2010
However, 47% or respondents remain very concerned
about their own liquidity position:
– 32% of those feel that they are in a position to act and
resolve their issues
– But 15% feel they are unable to act
Given that the majority of Insurers did not meet the new
capitalisation requirements for January 2012 in Q1 2011
it is clear that shareholders will have to inject fresh
capital
With liquidity an issue for almost half of the Russian
insurers, destructive competition is likely to stay with
adverse impact on margin recovery

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011 and follow up interviews; Oliver Wyman analysis
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Combined ratios are not expected to improve versus 2010 and more than 70% of
respondents are very concerned about their underwriting margin development

Pressure on insurers’ combined ratio in 2011
Survey participants’ perspective on market

Interpretation and trends
Russian insurance CEOs do not expect double digit growth
will be followed by improved underwriting results
– The broad majority of survey respondents (78%) expect
that combined ratios will remain at 2010 levels or become
worse

38%
25%

22%

15%

0%
No/low

Lower than Same as in Higher than
in 2010
2010
in 2010

Critical

– 15% expect that the situation will become critical for the
market as a whole
This is reflected in the outlook which CEOs gave for their own
company’s performance
– 71% are very concerned about their underwriting results

Concern over own combined ratio in 2011
Survey participants’ perspective on own company

– Of those 47% think that they will be able to act and get the
issue under control
– However, almost 25% of insurers do not see how they can
act at all, implying that a quarter of the insurers
participating in the survey expect to make an underwriting
loss for 2011

46%
12%

18%

Not concerned

Somewhat
concerned

Analysis shows that CR pressure is due to:
24%

Very concerned
Very
and will act
concerned, but
can’t act

– Claims cost remaining at 2010 levels
– Commissions remaining at 2010 levels
– Increasing administration cost due to raising salaries and
office rental cost

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011 and follow up interview; Oliver Wyman analysis
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Whilst the view on investment results remains positive, survey participants
acknowledge that they contribute much less to overall results than in mature markets

Pressure on insurers’ investment result in 2011
Survey participants’ perspective on market

Interpretation and trends
Russian Insurance CEOs expect investment results to be in
line with 2010 or even better, reflecting the economic outlook
and a belief that the global financial crisis is over or at least
contained1

47%
31%

6%
No/low

16%

0%

Lower than Same as in Higher than
in 2010
2010
in 2010

Critical

Concern over own investment result in 2011
Survey participants’ perspective on own company

However, investment results have a comparably small
contribution to overall results given that:
– Reserves of Russian insurers are low compared to insurers
in more mature markets
– Assets are often “strategic assets” of the shareholder which
cannot be liquidised and cannot be used to underwrite risk
against
– This is reflected by the fact that almost 1/3 of respondents
say that they are concerned about investment results for
2011 “but cannot act”
– Regulations restricts investment to domestic markets
resulting in significant volatility of returns

39%
18%
Not concerned

30%
12%

Somewhat
concerned

New capitalisation requirements will not change this situation
for larger insurers as the new regulation addresses only the
minimum capitalisation irrespective of insurer’s size

Very concerned
Very
and will act
concerned, but
can’t act

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011 and follow up interviews, Oliver Wyman analysis
1 Apparently discounting adverse development scenarios in the European Sovereign crisis
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Loss ratios are expected to remain at 2010 levels or even increase versus 2010

Pressure on insurers’ loss ratio in 2011
Survey participants’ perspective on market

Interpretation and trends
Russian Insurance CEOs expect that loss ratios remain at
2010 level or even increase versus 2010

27%

25%

Reported Q1 2011 pay-out data already indicate that payout
growth is picking up again versus premium growth

35%
13%

No / low

Lower than Same as in Higher than
in 2010
2010
in 2010

Critical

Concern over own loss ratio in 2011
Survey participants’ perspective on own company

47%
29%
15%

9%
Not concerned

Somewhat
concerned

Underlying inflation in the high single digits implies that cost of
claims will trace premium growth closely, even discounting
claims inflations
– Voluntary Medical Insurance suffers from shortage of
medical infrastructure and an inability to control cost for
many insurers, implying that claims in VMI will likely
outgrow inflation
– Insurers continue to have little control over spare parts and
repair cost, often even lacking authorative statistics and
benchmarks
– Entanglement of repairs with car dealer sales (who often
expect more claims volume than they provide premiums)
makes improvements of claims structurally cost difficult
– Fraud and process inefficiency remain a major issue in the
market

Very
Very
concerned and concerned, but
will act
can’t act

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011 and follow up interviews, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Acquisition cost ratios are expected to remain at 2010 levels or even increase with
insurers not daring to address the high commissions commanded by intermediaries

Pressure on insurers’ acquisition ratio in 2011
Survey participants’ perspective on market

Interpretation and trends
Russian CEOs to not expect acquisition cost to come down
compared to 2010, quite on the contrary:

34%
14%

12%
No / low

– Almost ¾ of participants expect acquisition cost to be at
2010 levels or above

31%
9%

Lower than Same as in Higher than
in 2010
2010
in 2010

Critical

Concern over own acquisition ratio in 2011
Survey participants’ perspective on own company

– For many, growth has traditionally been bought by paying
high commissions to intermediaries
– Some have started to invest in improving direct and/or
owned channels, but success has not yet materialised at a
meaningful scale
– Cost for marketing are returning to pre crisis level and
“marketing noise” is increasing again as insurers increase
their marketing activities
Almost half of the survey participants are very concerned
about their company’s acquisition cost:

36%
21%

15%
Not concerned

Somewhat
concerned

27%

– About 20% belief that they can address the issue for
example through investing into direct or owned channels
– However, almost 30% do not see an opportunity to act,
fearing loss of top line with any action they may take

Very
Very
concerned and concerned, but
will act
can’t act

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011 and follow up interviews, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Administration cost ratios are expected to increase and concern about raising
cost of salaries and office space is paramount

Pressure on insurers’ admin ratio in 2011
Survey participants’ perspective on market

Interpretation and trends
Russian CEOs felt already in 2010 that with the rebounding
economy, salary expectations of employees and rents for
office space quickly returned to pre-crisis levels

56%
38%

No / low

6%

0%

0%

Lower than Same as in Higher than
in 2010
2010
in 2010

Critical

Concern over own admin ratio in 2011
Survey participants’ perspective on own company

6%
Not concerned

35%

41%

18%
Somewhat
concerned

Very
Very
concerned and concerned, but
will act
can’t act

– This development is seen as an irreversible trend and there
is common belief that salaries will rise at least in line with
inflation
– Only few insurers have been able to negotiate longer term
favourable rent agreements for office space during the
crisis
Most insurers introduced rather heavy handed anti-crisis
measures in 2009 which did not lead to structural efficiency
improvements and also did not lead to strategic differentiation
Most insurers did not invest in structural efficiency
improvements in 2010, still struggling to stay liquid and survive
the destructive competition
– Making structural efficiency improvements is costly and
benefits materialise usually only a year after starting
implementation
– In many instances, efficiency improvements would require
significant IT investments which companies are not ready
to make, reflected by the fact that 41% of insurers say they
“cannot act”

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011 and follow up interviews, Oliver Wyman analysis
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The new minimal capital requirements which become effective in January 2012 are
seen by respondents to affect the market more than themselves

Pressure on insurers’ ability to meet new capital
requirements by January 2012
Survey participants’ perspective on market

13% 19%
No / low

9%

3%

16% 25%

41%

31%

Lower than Same as in Higher than
in 2010
2010
in 2010

Interpretation and trends

22% 22%
Critical

Russian Insurance CEOs expect that raising capital will be
easier than in 2010, however they acknowledge that:
– Investor sentiment abroad has turned against Russia
versus the other BRICs
– Large foreign insurers have scaled back their investment
into their Russian operations
– Shareholders are mostly unwilling to make major
investments beyond what is required by
the regulator

Ability to meet capital requirements of Jan 2012
Ability to raise new cap in general

Concern over own capital position in 2011
Survey participants’ perspective on own company

Nonetheless, 25% of survey participants are very concerned
about their ability to meet the new capital requirements. This
is fewer than one would expect given that:
– As much as 75% of insurers (some 470 companies) did not
meet the new capital requirements in Feb 2011

56% 47%

18%
21% 21%

Not concerned

Somew hat
concerned

21%
Very concerned
and w ill act

6%

12%

Very concerned,
but can’t act

Ability to meet capital requirements of Jan 2012
Ability to raise new cap in general

– Some RUR50bn of fresh capital is required
– Some 150 insurers have less premium than the new
required minimum capitalisation
Since historically sound insurance companies are
overrepresented in the survey, the results may be reflecting
the majority of premium rather than the number of insurers

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011 and follow up interviews, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Survey respondents do not believe that companies not meeting the new capital
requirements today will be able to raise the necessary capital by year end

What do you believe will happen in 2011 to those
insurers who are currently undercapitalized versus
the Jan 2012 capital requirements?

Most will manage to secure
additional capital from current
shareholders

Most will manage to secure
additional capital but only by
attracting new investors

Only a few will manage to get
new capital, but those who don’t
will nonetheless remain in the
market

Only a few will manage to get
new capital; those who don’t will
simply leave the market

Interpretation and trends

12%

There is strong consensus among Russian
Insurance CEOs that those companies which do
not meet the new capital requirements today, will
not be able to raise the required capital from either
investors or shareholders
However, more than 1/3 believe that many of these
companies will continue to exist (at least for some
time) without meeting the new capital requirements

0%

36%

52%

There is a general concern that the responsible
authorities do not have the capacity to deal with a
violation of the new capital rules of several hundred
insurers
– Even taking several 10 companies under
administration, is seen as “physically impossible”
– CEOs thus expect there will be “grace periods”
extended to insurers to improve their capital
position

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011 and follow up interviews, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Improved cash-flows have eased the pressure on servicing debt

Pressure on insurers’ ability to service debt in
2011
Survey participants’ perspective on market

No / low

29%

6%

19%

Interpretation and trends

32%
13%

Lower than Same as in Higher than
in 2010
2010
in 2010

Critical

Concern over own ability to service debt in 2011
Survey participants’ perspective on own company

71%
13%

Not concerned

Somewhat
concerned

Russian Insurance CEOs believe that many
insurers have still struggle with servicing
their company’s debt

10%

6%

Very concerned
Very
and will act
concerned, but
can’t act

– About 1/3 say that pressure on insurers to
service their debts has increased versus
2010, despite improved cash-flows
– 13 % of CEOs say that debt has reached
critical levels
More than 70% of respondents are not
concerned about their own ability to service
their existing debt
– 16% are concerned about servicing their
own debt and only 6% say that they do
not see how they can address the
situation

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011 and follow up interviews, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Insurers’ ability to finance projects has improved significantly versus 2010, but
some concerns versus own company abilities remain

Pressure on insurers’ ability to finance projects
Survey participants’ perspective on market

Interpretation and trends
There is a general expectations in the market that
leading insurers will now start to make structural
improvements to their operations

41%
28%

3%

13%

No / low

Lower than
in 2010

16%

Same as in Higher than
2010
in 2010

Critical

– Most likely led by top 10 players and selected
well financed (foreign owned) second tier players
– Aiming for achieving sustainable advantages in:
- Operational efficiency (retail)
- Client / distribution partner service levels

Concern over own ability to finance projects
Survey participants’ perspective on own company

- Own distribution channels
- Core technical skills (underwriting, pricing
and claims)

43%
25%

11%

21%

We have seen this trend start in Q3 2010 with an
increased demand for our consulting services
– Business strategy and investor strategy

Not concerned

Somewhat
concerned

Very concerned
Very
and will act
concerned, but
can’t act

– Business Architecture and operations / IT
– Product / channel innovation

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011 and follow up interviews, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Section 3

CEO Outlook for 2011
3.2 Customer behaviour
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Selected survey results

The majority of CEOs do not expect a significant change in retail customer buying
behavior, saying that customers will continue to chose predominantly on price
How do you think retail clients will behave in terms of their attitude towards insurance and their buying behavior?

The majority of retail clients will NOT change their insurance
buying behavior compared to 2010
Price will be the deciding factor in all buying decisions for retail
clients
The majority of retail clients will avoid voluntary insurance
products and buy only those which are mandatory
The majority of retail clients will buy or renew voluntary products
only if they become cheaper
Retail clients will better understand the value of certain
insurance products
Retail clients will better understand the service component of
insurance and will be willing to pay more for higher quality
service
Price will remain the most important criterion for retail clients’, but
buying decisions will be significantly influenced by other criteria as well
Likely

Unlikely

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Recent interviews indicate that this wisdom is questioned by an increasing number of medium
and small innovative insurers who see an increasing number of financially literate retail customer
Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Selected survey results

The majority of CEOs believe that being large is a key advantage with retail
customers condition that one can provide a good services experience

How do you think retail clients will behave in terms of their attitude towards insurance and their buying behavior?

Retail clients will prefer to insure with large and well-known
insurance brands and avoid smaller insurers if prices are similar
Retail clients will prefer financially stable companies over less
stable companies even if they will have to pay higher premiums
Retail clients will prefer to insure with foreign brands over
domestic brands
Retail clients will become more loyal to the insurer they have had
a positive experience with
0%

Likely

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Unlikely

Service quality and quick turn around of claims is a key strategic differentiator in the retail
segment and “financial stability” is increasingly seen as important by customers
Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Selected survey results

The majority of CEOs do not expect a significant change in commercial clients
buying behavior, but see an improving understanding of insurance economics
How do you think commercial clients will behave in terms of their attitude towards insurance and their buying behavior?
The majority of commercial clients will NOT change their insurance buying
behavior compared to 2010
Price ultimately will be the deciding factor in all buying decisions for
commercial clients
The majority of commercial clients will avoid voluntary insurance products and
buy only those which are mandatory
The majority of commercial clients will buy or renew voluntary products only if
they become cheaper
Commercial clients will better understand the value of certain insurance
products increasing demand
Commercial clients will better understand the service component of insurance
and will be willing to pay more for higher quality
Commercial clients will be ready to pay higher premiums to an insurer which
can provide large exposure coverage
Commercial client will be ready to pay higher premiums to an insurer with
excellent risk advisory and risk engineering services
Price will remain the most important criterion for commercial clients’, but
buying decisions will be significantly influenced by other criteria as well
Likely

Unlikely

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Commercial clients are becoming more sophisticated insurance buyers, looking for large and well
rated capacity and value added services
Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Selected survey results

Being large is a key advantage with commercial clients and service quality is key
for business retention

How do you think commercial clients will behave in terms of their attitude towards insurance and their buying behavior?

Commercial clients will prefer to insure with large and wellknown insurance brands and avoid smaller insurers
Commercial clients will prefer financially stable companies over
less stable companies even if they will have to pay higher
premiums
Commercial clients will prefer to insure with foreign brands over
domestic brands
Commercial clients will become more loyal to the insurer they
have had a positive experience with
Likely

Unlikely

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Service quality, size and perceived financial stability are key strategic differentiators with
commercial clients but foreign insurers seem not to enjoy advantages

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
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CEO Outlook for 2011
3.3 Product performance
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Selected survey results

CEOs expect growth in nearly all business lines with profitability remaining at
2010 levels

2011

Profitability expectation

Increase
meaningfully

4

2 3
5 6
7

1
8
14

Remain
same as in
2010

10 11 12

15

15

16

Near 0%
growth

Grow less
than in
2010

15

13

Decrease
meaningfully

Negative
growth

9

Commercial overall

1

Commercial OTMPL

2

Commercial CASCO

3

Commercial property

4

Commercial liability

5

Commercial VMI

6

Commercial PA

7

Commercial life

8

Retail overall

9

Retail OMTPL

10

Retail CASCO

11

Retail property

12

Retail liability

13

Retail VMI

14

Retail PA

15

Retail life

16

Grow more
than in
2010

Premium growth expectation
Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Selected survey results

Synthesis of survey results shows that the predominant strategic intent is to go
after growth and accepting the downside of eroding profitability

Market premium
growth

Claims ratio

Profitability

Own company market
share intention

Commercial overall
Commercial OMTPL
Commercial CASCO
Commercial property
Commercial liability
Commercial VMI
Commercial PA
Commercial life
Retail overall
Retail OMTPL
Retail CASCO
Retail property
Retail liability
Retail VMI
Retail PA
Retail life
0%

50%

100%

0%

Will grow more than in 2010
Will grow less than in 2010
Growth near 0%
Growth will be negative

50%

100%

Increase meaningfully
Remain same as in 2010
Decrease meaningfully

0%

50%

100%

Increase meaningfully
Remain same as in 2010
Decrease meaningfully

0%

50%

100%

Increase meaningfully
Remain same as in 2010
Decrease meaningfully

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Selected survey result1

Almost all players intent to grow in Retail CASCO putting further pressure on the
margins in this important insurance market segment

Competitive intent – Retail CASCO
Absolute
majority
decrease

Relative
majority
decrease

Relative
majority
stable

Interpretation and trends
Absolute
majority
stable

Relative
majority
increase

Absolute
majority
increase

Premium volume
Claims

Claims are expected to increase,
because of inflation, absence of
deductibles and spare parts prices
remaining high (2009 RUB devaluation
was priced in but RUB appreciation
effect has not been fully shared with
insurers)

Profitability
Strategic intent on
market share

Performance in 2010 and expectation for 2011/12
Segment performance relative to
market in 2010 and expectation for
2011/12 (arrow)

Segment share in total market premium,
and total profit impact, in 2010 and
expectation for 2011/12 (arrow)

1 – payout ratio

50.0%

25.0%
21.2%
0.0%
-15.7%
GWP growth

-25.0%

GWP

Premium volume is expected to
increase with the economic recovery
and the steep increase in sales of new
branded cars

Profits

While opinion on profitability impact is
split between stable and declining
profitability, the general strategic intent
to grow market share in Retail CASCO
indicates high margin pressure
For 2011/12 CASCO will likely outgrow
the market average growth but will
remain overall unprofitable in the near
future, drawing down the overall results
of the retail segment

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Surveys 2011, 2010; Oliver Wyman analysis
1: Detailed results for all lines of business split by commercial and retail are available on a channel / product level
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Section 3

CEO Outlook for 2011
3.4 Distribution and channel
development
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Selected survey results

CEOs expect that the bank and the direct channels will outgrow the other
distribution channels

1
2
3
4
5

Commission level expectations

Absolute
majority
decrease
Relative
majority
decrease
Absolute
majority
stable

4

Banks
Agents1
Commercial brokers
Retail brokers

6
7
8
9

Direct sales through offices*
Direct call-centre sales*
Direct internet sales*
Other partner channels

Car dealers
* No commissions

5

3 2
9

Relative
majority
stable

Absolute
majority
stable

1

Relative
majority
stable
Relative
majority
increase
Absolute
majority
increase
Absolute
majority
decrease

Relative
majority
decrease

6

7 8

Relative
majority
increase

Absolute
majority
increase

Market share expectations
1. “Agents” refers to individual agents (physical entities), excluding other intermediaries such as brokers
Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Selected survey results

CEOs seek growth in direct channel, agent capacity and banks and expect that
commissions will remain high in all channels

Share in market
premiums

Commissions

Share in own portfolio
(intention)

Banks
Agents
Commercial brokers
Retail brokers
Car dealers
Direct sales through offices
Direct call-centre sales
Direct internet sales
Other partners channels
0%

50%

100%

Will decrease

0%

50%

100%

0%

Will remain about the same as in 2010

50%

100%

Will increase

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011; Oliver Wyman analysis
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Selected survey results

Insurance CEOs do not believe that the typical insurance sales agent is open to
structural reform

For which benefits will agents agree to “pay for” by accepting lower commissions?
Fixed salary component in overall remuneration
Opportunity for formal employment as company staff
Opportunity to move into a managerial role in the company
Opportunity to create a network of subordinate agents and earn additional
compensation from their sales
IT equipment that increases sales efficiency (e.g. laptop, mobile printer)
Availability of office space which can be used for client meetings
Provision of warm sales leads and targeted cross-sales opportunities by the insurer
Call center support to answer questions about product features in real time
Sales training and coaching offered by the company
Ability to offer customers a broader product range to meet their needs
Ability to offer customers a fast, smooth and fair claims handling proposition
“Modular” product offering, where features can be easily interchanged to optimize
insurance coverage and pricing
Opportunity to participate in sales competitions with valuable prizes
Public recognitions of achievements (e.g. “agent of the month” award)
Special company-sponsored seminars for selected leading agents to come and share
their experience

0%

50%

100%

The typical Russian sales
agent is multi tied
jealously guards his client
base
Survey respondents do
not believe that agents
would trade in part of their
high commission for sales
enabling services
However, they believe
that agents would accept
lower commission for
direct provision of larger
volumes through
– Subordinate agents
– Provision of leads
Given the demographic
issues in the current
agent networks,
companies should
consider alternative forms
of network organisation

Agents will accept lower commissions
Not valuable to agents
Valuable to agents, but they will NOT accept lower commission
Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Selected survey results

CEOs see direct insurance as a channel rather than as a stand alone business
model and see a number of hurdles for it to become an immediate success story

Which of the following statements with respect to direct insurance in Russia would you
agree with?
Current BCO legislation is too restrictive to make remote policy issuance efficient

CEOs believe that:

So far, the service level of direct insurers in Russia is generally poor (particularly on claims)

– Direct insurance has a
future in Russia as a
channel but not as a
stand alone brand

Outsourced claims handling services are of poor quality, resulting in bad experience for the
customer and brand damage
Currently, direct insurance is not technologically sophisticated enough to compete with
traditional distribution channels
A direct insurance channel causes a conflict with traditional channels which cannot be
reconciled
A direct insurance channel conflicts with traditional channels, but this conflict can be
managed

– Channel conflict ins
manageable
– Technology is mostly
ready

The marketing cost of establishing a direct insurance business is prohibitively high
Retail customers use the internet to get quotes, but do not trust it enough to buy online

But CEOs also
believe that

Retail customers prefer to buy insurance from an advisor who explains products and
services at the point of sale
Retail customers prefer to buy insurance through an intermediary who will defend their
interests when they have a claim

– Legislation stands in
the way of realising full
cost benefits

There will be several more attempts to launch direct insurance in Russia
Direct insurance is a viable business model in Russia but only as one of several distribution
channels of an insurer

– Consumers are
looking for information
but not yet buying

Direct insurance is a viable business model in Russia as a standalone business
Direct insurance is not practical in Russia yet, but has a future

– Marketing cost is
prohibitively high

Direct insurance is not and will never be practical in Russia

Agree

Disagree

0%

50%

100%

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011; Oliver Wyman analysis
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Selected survey result1

Bancassurance channel competitive dynamics in 2011

Interpretation and implications

Competitive intent – Bancassurance
Absolute
majority
decrease

Relative
majority
decrease

Relative
majority
stable

Absolute
majority
stable

Relative
majority
increase

Absolute
majority
increase

Market share
Commissions
Strategic intent
portfolio share

With economic growth the consumer and
commercial credit markets have recovered
quickly and premium for “consumption
enabling” insurance products such as
mortgage insurance, CASCO for new cars
bought on credit are increasing quickly
In addition, large banks have discovered the
benefits of insurance as a source of risk free
income and are now proactively expanding
their insurance franchise (e.g. Sberbank)

Performance in 2010 and expectation for 2011/12
Channel performance relative to
market in 2010 and expectation for
2011 (arrow)

Channel share in total retail market
premium and 2010 retail market profit
contribution and expectation for 2011

Life and savings products, once they take off,
would further boost the share of the bank
channel in total insurance volume

1 – payout ratio

50%

25%
17%

25%

0%
GWP growth

Given the already relatively large share of the
bank channel for a predominantly P&C
insurance market, competition for bank
partnerships is high and commissions are
therefore not expected to decrease

GWP

Profits

Insurers need to secure partnerships today and
invest in operations and services if they are to
secure strong positions in this
growth channel

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Surveys 2011, 2010; Oliver Wyman analysis
1: Detailed results for all lines of business split by commercial and retail are available
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The City of Moscow has historically dominated the Russian insurance market,
accounting for roughly half of market premiums in 2010

Historical GWP breakdown – urban centres vs. rest
FY 2010
100%
90%

share of total GWP, %

80%

41%

48%

46%

6%

7%

49%

52%

47%

46%

7%

7%

5%

50%

6%
8%

40%
30%

54%
46%

20%

47%

45%

40%

46%

47%

0%
2005

Moscow

2006

2007

2008

St. Petersburg

– As the economic centre of Russia, Moscow
was hit hard by the crisis in Retail as
particularly CASCO sales fell dramatically
– The OMTPL market which is almost 75%
regional, was less affected and boosted the
regional relative market share
Moscow is undoubtedly a concentration point of
Russia’s wealth and financial services:
– Corporate headquarters tend to be in
Moscow, driving attribution of commercial
premiums to Moscow market

10%

2004

The Moscow market dominates Russian
insurance:
– 47% of total premiums (excluding obligatory
medical) were originated in Moscow in 2010

70%
60%

Comments

2009

2010

Regions

– The Moscow retail market is saturated with
insurance companies and distribution
intermediaries, contributing to a comparably
higher degree of competition than in the
regions

Source: Official insurance regulator figures; Oliver Wyman analysis.
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Moscow and St Petersburg have a high share in commercial lines and above 50%
market share in almost all other business lines except OMTPL

GWP breakdown1: Urban centres vs. regions
FY 2010
42%

CASCO
OMTPL
Property

21%

12%

7%

Liability

45%

7%

41%

Accident

4%

51%

Life

30%

7%

56%

37%

Total
market

3%

47%

0%

25%
Moscow

The urban centres have about 65-70% share in
the commercial dominated business lines
(property, liability and voluntary medical and
other), reflecting the fact that Moscow and St.
Petersburg have a high density of large
company headquarters

54%
47%
3% 25%

73%

Other

54% of CASCO policies are written in the two
largest urban centres, more than in all the rest
of the regions combined, reflecting the larger
share of new, more expensive (foreign) cars in
Moscow and St. Petersburg

37%

4%

63%

Voluntary medical

73% of OMTPL policies are written in the
regions (reflecting larger share of cars in the
regions versus the urban centres)

73%

59%

2

Comments

7%

50%

OMTPL and Personal Accident are the only
business line where sales are significantly
higher in the regions than in Moscow

46%

75%

St. Petersburg

100%
Regions

Source: Official insurance regulator figures; Oliver Wyman analysis.
1. Figures may not sum exactly due to rounding error
2. Total property, excluding CASCO.
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Moscow has been slightly more profitable than the regions, accounting for 49% of
margin after claims payouts

Market Gross Written Premium
(Premium pools), FY 2010
47%
100%

7%

2%
2%
3%
3%

Market profitability (1-payout ratio)1
(“Profit” pools), FY 2010
46%

49%

6%

2%

3%

4%

6%

3%
3%

5%

6%

1%

75%

9%
1%

15%

2%
6%

50%

13%

1%
9%

25%

23%
3%

12%

3%

3%

4%
3%

11%

11%

5%

0%
0%

25%

Moscow
CASCO

50%

St. Peters
OMTPL

45%

75%

100%

25%

Moscow

Regions
Property 2

0%

Liability

Voluntary medical

1%

9%

1%

7%

50%

75%

100%

St. Peters Regions
Personal accident

Other

Source: Official insurance regulator figures; Oliver Wyman analysis.
1. “Profit pools” proxy as: GWP less claims payouts. Does not include commission cost, operating expenses and investment income
2. Total property; excludes CASCO
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Selected survey results

CEOs see considerably more strategic choice than at the beginning of 2010 but a
surprising number continue along the path set in the downturn

Degree of freedom in setting strategy for 2011
Survey participants’ perspective on own company
Our strategy for the coming years is a
continuation of our current course with little
difference

Interpretation and trends

At the beginning of 2010 an
overwhelming 53 percent of
CEOs had their strategy
determined by current
circumstances

NA
0%
NA
0%
36%

41%

Our strategy for the coming years is practically
determined by current circumstances. There
are no other realistic options

53%
20%

Our strategy for the coming years is the result
of choosing between two or more realistic
options, but these options are not
fundamentally different

Our strategy for the coming years is the result
of choosing between several fundamentally
different options

47%
42%
20%

12%
5%
24%

2011

2010

2009

At the start of 2011, only 20% of
CEOs found themselves without
strategic choice
About a quarter say, they are
making fundamental choices on
strategy this year
Surprisingly more than a third
seem to be continuing the path
set out in the crisis
This may partly be explained by
the serious impact of the new
capital requirements on smaller
insurers who need to grow
quickly to justify capital
injections

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Surveys 2009 / 2010 / 2011; Oliver Wyman analysis
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Selected survey results

Planning horizons have widened from focus on short term management to
strategic longer term horizon slightly exceeding pre crisis levels

Strategic planning horizon
Survey participant’s perspective on own company

Interpretation and trends

Our strategy for this year is focused on the
near term, the circumstances do not allow
for medium or long term planning

Short term tactical action
during the crisis (driven by
liquidity pressure) has given
way to longer term strategic
planning

24%
42%
20%

Our strategy for this year is focused
on the near term, but takes direction from
our medium and long term strategic
aspirations

38%
42%
36%

Our strategy for this year is based
on our long term strategic aspirations, with
some short term adjustments reflection the
current situation

38%
16%
44%

2011

2010

However, about 20% of
insurers remain in a crisis
planning mode, in line with
20% of insurers who say
that their strategic planning
is determined by their
current circumstances
We suspect that these are
smaller insures who are
significantly impacted by
the new capital
requirements for 2012

2009

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Surveys 2009 / 2010 / 2011; Oliver Wyman analysis
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Selected survey results

CEOs saw their companies suffer from structural illnesses during the crisis and
are now seeking to address these issues by professionalizing their operations

Strategic intent and ability
Survey participant’s perspective on own company

Interpretation and trends

We would like to and have the means to make
significant investments in operational
improvements and business development
in 2011

52%

We would like to make significant investments
in operational improvements and business
development in 2011, but don’t have the
means to do so in 2011
We have the ability, but choose not to make
significant investments in operational
improvements and business development
in 2011
We have neither the ability not the desire to
make significant investments in operational
improvements and business development
in 2011

44%

4%

0%

More than 50% of survey
respondents say that they
now have the means and the
resolve to make structural
improvements in their
companies
However, more than 40% still
cannot afford such steps
given their weak financial
situation
Almost non chose to stay put
if the have the resources and
all have the desire for
improvement of the
operations

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Surveys 2009 / 2010 / 2011; Oliver Wyman analysis
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Selected survey results

Survey participants believe that few of the undercapitalized insures will receive
fresh funding and expect that a large number will remain in business nonetheless

What do you believe will happen in 2011 to those insurers
who are currently undercapitalized versus the future capital
requirements?
Most will manage to secure additional capital
from current shareholders

Most will manage to secure additional capital
but only by attracting new investors

Only a few will manage to get new capital, but
those who don’t will nonetheless remain in the
market

Only a few will manage to get new capital;
those who don’t will simply leave the market

Interpretation and trends

Survey participants do not
expect that undercapitalized
insures will receive additional
capital from their
shareholders to cover the
gap to meeting the new 2012
capital requirements

12%

0%

More than 50% believe that
those often small insures will
exit the market
36%

52%

However, more than one
third expect that many of
these companies will remain
active underwriters despite
being in violation of
regulatory requirements

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Selected survey results

CEOs fear that many of the capital weak insurers will resort to unethical behaviors
before going out of business

What do you believe the owners of undercapitalized insurers who are unable to raise the
necessary additional capital will likely do in 2011?
Will go through a merger with another insurer to reduce overall
capital requirement
Will shut down the company
Will sell the company at a reasonable price
Will sell the company, even at a
distressed price
Will risk being taken under administration
Will honor all obligations on their
existing portfolio
Will attempt to extract cash from the company before letting it collapse
Will set up an insurance broker to service their former insurance
company’s portfolio

0%
No/few owners

Many owners

50%

100%

Most owners

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Selected survey results

Nonetheless, CEOs expect that there will be a significant reduction of the number
of insurance companies in the market by end of 2012

# of insurers in the Russian insurance market
1000

600

More than 600

919

400

0%

857

786

702

619

2010

800

2009

Today, there are approximately 650 insurance
companies operating in the Russian market. How
many do you believe will be active at the start of
2012?

200

300-400

2008

More than half of the survey respondents expect
that no more than 300 to 400 companies will be left
by 2012, potentially less than 50% of the 619 at the
end of 2010

0%

Still more than a third believes that there will be
reduction to some 400-500 companies, taking up to
250 companies out of the market

8%

0%
0%

2007

Interpretation and trends

54%

100-200

Less than 100

2006

35%

400-500

200-300

0

4%

500-600

50%

Leading companies see this as an opportunity to
capture market share taking advantage of migrating
customers and distribution assets

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Selected survey results

Consolidation to the benefit of the large players is seen as a key development
trend in the near to medium term

Interpretation and trends

What do you think will be true about the competitive
landscape of the Russian insurance market in 2011?

The majority of Survey participants
expect a significant consolation of
the market

The Russian insurance market will consolidate
significantly
One or more Top 20 companies will leave the market

Weak players will not find buyers
and the large players become clear
winners in migration of customers
and distribution assets

Moscow market will be more competitive than the
regional market
Retail business will be more competitive than
commercial business

Many survey participants would not
be surprised if a top 20 player
leaves the market

Insurers will consolidate their regional positions and will
close weak regional branches
Large players will have a relative advantage over
smaller players

Moscow and other urban centers
are expected to be more
competitive than the regions

Specialized players will have a relative advantage over
universal players
Captive players will have a relative advantage over
“market” players

Insurers are expected to
consolidate their regional positions
and close unprofitable branches

Most struggling insurers will find a buyer and avoid
collapse
Foreign companies will further increase their market
share
Foreign insurers will increase investment in Russian
insurance

0%

Agree

50%

100%

Foreign companies are expected to
grow only with the market and to
invest less euphorically than
pre crisis

Disagree

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Selected survey results

2/3 of CEOs want to pursue a differentiated pricing strategy but they expect that
industry leaders will compete more indiscriminately on price

How do you think leading competitors will behave in 2011?
How likely is YOUR COMPANY to do the following in 2011?
Leading competitors

Own company

Will compete on price across all major lines of business
Will compete on price only in selected lines of business
Will increase prices across all major lines of business
Will increase prices only for selected lines of business
0%
Most/all leaders

50%

Some leaders, and most will follow

100%
0%
No/few leaders

50%

100%
Likely

Some leaders, but most will NOT follow

Unlikely

Interpretation
Traditionally survey participates claim that they will pursue a differentiated pricing strategy, competing on price only in
selected business lines and increasing prices in unprofitable business lines
Traditionally survey participants expect that some market leaders will compete more indiscriminately on price and that most
other market leaders will follow and that few market leaders will increase prices
The resulting dynamic draws all insurers in destructive price competition as shareholders still demand to see strong growth
even if this implies eroding margins
Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Selected survey results

About 50% of CEOs show some readiness to exit unprofitable business lines, but
they do not expect that market leaders will exit lines even if unprofitable

How do you think leading competitors will behave in 2011?
How likely is YOUR COMPANY to do the following in 2011?
Leading competitors

Own company

Will exit any business lines where market prices are
too low to make a profit
Will continue to compete in all business lines, even those where
prices are too low to make a profit
Will expand regional footprint
Will exit worst-performing regional markets
0%
Most/all leaders

50%

Some leaders, and most will follow

100%
0%
No/few leaders

50%

Some leaders, but most will NOT follow

100%
Likely
Unlikely

Interpretation
Survey participants declared some readiness (above 50% of participants) to exit unprofitable lines of business
However, their expectation is that market leaders will stay even in unprofitable lines to maintain their market share
Survey participants also showed some readiness to rationalize their local footprint, exiting unprofitable regional markets and
expanding into profitable geographies
However, their expectations are that most market leaders will not follow such a strategy even if some market leaders exit
unprofitable regions
More than 50% expect to see an expansion of the regional networks of market leaders
Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Selected survey results

Almost 80% of CEOs want to increase the production of their owned channels,
and about 60% want to pursue a differentiated commission strategy

How do you think leading competitors will behave in 2011?
How likely is YOUR COMPANY to do the following in 2011?
Leading competitors

Own company

Will increase share of business sold through intermediaries
Will increase share of business sold through owned shares
Will pay higher commission across all major distribution channels
Will pay higher commissions only for selected distribution channels
Will reduce commissions across all major distribution channels
Will reduce commissions only for selected distribution channels
Most/all leaders

0%
100%
No/few leaders

Some leaders, and most will follow

Some leaders, but most will NOT follow

0%

50%

50%

100%
Likely
Unlikely

Interpretation
About 80% of CEOs want to increase the share of their premium coming from owned channels
About 60% of CEOs want to increase the share of business sold through intermediaries
Very few want to compete on commission in all channels
More than 60% seek to implement a differentiated commission strategy
CEOs expect market leaders to grow the share of business coming from owned channels
However, they believe that market leaders will maintain commissions at current levels, seeking neither reduction or increase
of market share bought through raising commissions
Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Selected survey results

There is a clear trend to expand the share of owned channels in premium
production and a strong opinion that marketing expense will stay at 2010 levels

How do you think leading competitors will behave in 2011?
How likely is YOUR COMPANY to do the following in 2011?
Leading competitors

Own company

Will significantly innovate their product offering/service offering
Will stay with existing products/services and not
innovate their product/service offering
Will increase use of reinsurance protection (outward)
Will decrease use of reinsurance protection (outward)
Will increase marketing spend significantly0%

50%

100%

0%

50%

100%

Will decrease marketing spend significantly
0%
Most/all leaders

50%

Some leaders, and most will follow

100%
0%
No/few leaders

50%

Some leaders, but most will NOT follow

100%
Likely

Unlikely

Interpretation
About 75% of CEO plan to innovate their product and service offering, and only 40% want to stay with their existing offering
About 60% of CEOs want to increase the use of reinsurance and only very few want to retain more risk on their books
However, they expect market leaders to do little in terms of product and service innovation and also do not expect a change
their use of reinsurance
Only 40% of CEOs want to increase their marketing spend significantly; most want to continue at the current expense level
The same marketing investment behavior is expected from market leaders

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Selected survey results

CEOs want to professionalize distribution, the back office and invest in IT and
expect market leaders to emphasize improvements in distribution

How do you think leading competitors will behave in 2011?
How likely is YOUR COMPANY to do the following in 2011?
Leading competitors

Own company

Will invest in professionalizing back-office operations
Will invest in professionalizing distribution
Will invest in upgrading IT
Will re-launch major improvement projects delayed during
the crisis
0%

50%

100%

0%

50%

100%

Most/all leaders

No/few leaders

Likely

Some leaders, and most will follow

Some leaders, but most will NOT follow

Unlikely

Interpretation
Most CEOs want to professionalize their back-office operations, their distribution and invest in IT
However, only 40% say that they will re-launch major improvement projects delayed during the crisis
Market leaders are expected to emphasize professionalizing their distribution with professionalizing the back-office and
upgrading IT coming as clear second priorities
Market leaders are not expected to re-launch pre crisis initiatives

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Selected survey results

Insurers want to contain staff cost by containing salaries and not hiring additional
staff – The interest and expectation in M&A activities is low

How do you think leading competitors will behave in 2011?
How likely is YOUR COMPANY to do the following in 2011?
Leading competitors

Own company

Will increase salaries for most employees
Will reduce staff headcount
Will increase staff headcount
Will seek foreign strategic shareholder0%

50%

100%

0%

50%

100%

50%

100%

0%

50%

100%

Will seek any interested investor or buyer
0%

Most/all leaders

No/few leaders

Likely

Some leaders, and most will follow

Some leaders, but most will NOT follow

Unlikely

Interpretation
CEOs do not plan to increase employee salaries and staff headcount and expect that most market leaders will do the same
CEOs do not expect that market leaders will seek foreign strategic investors or other investors or buyers for their company
Only about 20% of CEOs seek investors or buyers for their own company

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Selected survey results

Almost all insurers favour the introduction of further obligatory types of insurance

What are your views as to the likelihood and desirability of the following regulatory /
legislative developments?
Desirability

Likelihood

Increase OMTPL coverage and tariffs
Introduce obligatory agricultural insurance to replace the
current system
Introduce obligatory fire damage insurance

Introduce incentives to effectively stimulate life insurance
Introduce incentives to effectively stimulate retail
property insurance
Introduce incentives to effectively stimulate VMI
0%

50%

Desirable
Undesirable

100%

0%

50%

100%

Likely
Unlikely

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Selected survey results

The opinion on the desirability of market liberalisation is divided but CEOs expect
and welcome the introduction of IRFS and tougher reporting standards
What are your views as to the likelihood and desirability of the following regulatory/legislative
developments?
Desirability

Likelihood

Liberalize OMTPL pricing1
Increase regulatory control over insurance products and
pricing
Pass legislation standardizing insurance policy terms
across key retail business lines
Pass legislation to define effective mechanisms of
insurance portfolio transfer
Adopt legislation formally tying agents to a single
company
Raise reporting standards for insurers
Make IFRS reporting mandatory
0%

50%

Desirable
Undesirable

100% 0%

50%

100%

Likely
Unlikely

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
1: Poll was taken before OMTPL liberalisation became an actively considered topic
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Selected survey results

Insurers favor tougher action on fraud and tougher action on unprofessional and noncompliant insurance companies and believe that action in this direction will be taken

What are your views as to the likelihood and desirability of the following regulatory/legislative
developments?
Desirability

Likelihood

Pass legislation with much harsher punishment for insurance
fraud (customers)
Pass legislation with much harsher punishment for dishonest
insurers (owners and top management)
Be more assertive in punishing insurers for improperly
accounting for assets
Actively demand recovery plans from troubled insurers and
put under management those who fail to satisfy
Be more assertive in suspending licenses/withdrawing
licenses for reporting violations
Be more assertive in suspending/withdrawing licenses for
statutory violations (e.g. violations in claims payouts)
0%

50%

Desirable
Undesirable

100% 0%

50%

100%

Likely
Unlikely

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Acquisition are not yet a topic for most insurance CEOs

Pressure on insurers’ ability to finance M&A
Survey participants’ perspective on market

Interpretation and trends
Russian insurance CEOs feel in a better position to
react to acquisition opportunities than in 2010
– Regained confidence in market growth

28%

24%

21%

17%

10%
No / low

Lower than Same as in Higher than
in 2010
2010
in 2010

Critical

However, strategic M&A seems not to be on the
screen for most insurers

Concern over own ability to finance M&A
Survey participants’ perspective on own company

56%
30%
Not concerned

Somewhat
concerned

15%

– Opportunity to acquire portfolio and distribution
assets of smaller / struggling insurers at
attractive prices

0%

Very
Very concerned
concerned, but
and will act
can’t act

– Interest in significant acquisition comes mostly
from foreign insurers who have missed out in the
first wave of acquisitions or seek to solidify /
strengthen their market position
– Shareholders of industry groups seem to be
willing to make bets on regulatory development,
for example in the Obligatory Medical Insurance
sector
Consolidation will partly be driven by consolidation
of legal entities within insurance groups to reduce
capital requirements and administrative burden

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Surveys 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Survey participants have a realistic view on investor sentiment towards the
Russian insurance market

What impact do you believe the experience of 2009-2010 has
had
on the attitude of investors in Russian insurance?
Investors are optimistic and eager to
invest further in the industry in 2011

8%

Interpretation and trends
Today, investors are significantly
more cautious about investment in
Russia in general and in Russia’s
insurance sector in particular
Many strategic investors in
insurance favor other BRIC
markets over Russia

Investors are optimistic, but will be
hesitant to invest more in 2011 beyond
what they have invested already

64%

PE investors are cautious and find
other sectors more attractive
The crisis has not uncovered new
fact, but has resulted in a shift in
interpretation

Investors are pessimistic, but intend to
keep their investments in the industry

Investors are pessimistic and looking to
sell out in 2011

24%

4%

Market development inertia, slow
regulatory development and
prevalence of cash-flow
underwriting and a high degree of
inefficiency are now seen more as
issues than as opportunities

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Surveys 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Growth through strategic acquisition is not on the mind of survey participants,
even though more than 40% say they would consider one-off acquisitions

To what extent are you going to be active in acquisitions in 2011?

Interpretation and trends
Survey participants are not looking
to grow through acquisition

We will look to acquire any good
opportunity we can

We will only be active in specific areas of
interest (e.g. specific regions, products)

0%

However, more than 40% would
consider one-off acquisition if a
good opportunity comes along

5%

43%

We may consider one-off acquisitions

We will not act in 2011

We are not historically active in M&A

20%

32%

Given that few insurers have the
capital to do major acquisitions on
their own, and given that
shareholders (domestic and
foreign) have other opportunities
for investment, major acquisitions
by incumbents seem unlikely in
2011/12
However, this does not include new
market entry and or acquisition by
banks who may take advantage of
low asset prices and start to
prepare for participating in a
fledgling Pensions and Savings
market

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Surveys 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Survey participants are still cautious about recovery of insurance company
valuations in 2011

To what extent do you think the valuation of Russian insurance
companies has changed since the onset of the crisis
in autumn 2008? Overall, premium multiples in 2011 will be…

Higher than pre-crisis (2008)

0%

Interpretation and trends
The crisis highlighted major
weaknesses of the Russian
insurance market and its
companies including:
– Market growth depending cash
flow operating model
– Inefficient operations

Higher than in 2010, but lower than precrisis (2008)

42%

– Hostage to distribution partners
– Low product / channel innovation
– Growing but low margin market

About the same as in 2010

Lower than in 2010

33%

25%

High premium multiples have been
reversed coming down to one times
premium only for well performing
insurers
Insurance CEOs understand the
shift in valuation but not all
shareholder have made that step
yet

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Surveys 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Valuation estimates range between 1.2 and 1.4 times GWP for outperforming
companies, and profitability is seen as more valuable than growth

What premium multiples do you believe can be achieved for typical insurance
companies that can be characterized as having the following
performance versus market?
Weighted average
GWP multiple
Outperforms the market in premium
growth, outperforms in profitability

1.2 to 1.4

Underperforms the market in premium
growth, but outperforms in profitability

0.8 to 1.1

Generally performs inline with market in
both premium growth and profitability

0.7 to 1.0

0.7 to 0.9

Outperforms the market in premium
growth, but underperforms in profitability

Underperforms the market in premium
growth and underperforms in profitability

0.4 to 0.7

0%
1.5 – 2.0x

1.0 – 1.5x

0.5 – 1.0x

50%

Interpretation and trends
Market leaders outperforming
in terms of growth and
profitability are seen as having
a clear valuation edge over
other players
Outperforming in terms of
profits and underperforming
on growth is seen as having
higher value than the other
way round or just performing
in line with the market
Being in line with the market is
slightly more advantageous
that outperforming on growth
but underperforming on profits
Underperforming both on
growth and profitability carries
a significant valuation discount

100%

0.0 – 0.5x

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Surveys 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis
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CEOs agree that there is a significant shift in how companies will be valued with
premium volume no longer being the only and dominant measure

Change of relative importance of value drivers in 2009/2010
Respondents agree that
premium volume remains an
important, but not dominant
measure for valuation

Overall premium volume
Profitability
Quality and reach of distribution (agents and
distribution partnerships)

Profitability, quality and
sustainability of portfolio and
operational professionalism
are increasingly recognised
as important valuation
criteria

Quality and efficiency of back office operations
(Underwriting, Claims, Policy Administration)
Quality of infrastructure (IT systems, offices)
Quality and sustainability of portfolio

Quality of employees has
come down in importance
compared to last year’s
survey results

“Quality” of management
“Quality” of employees
Brand recognition

Importance of brand and
quality of political
relationships has increased

“Quality” of political relationships
0%

Increase

Stable

50%

100%

Decrease

Source: Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2010; Oliver Wyman analysis
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4

Synthesis and Oliver Wyman
perspective
4.1 Long term scenarios

We see two distinct market development scenarios, with regulatory development
as the decisive driver, assuming healthy economic growth over the next years
Regulatory
development2

Revolution

Argumentation

O

x

x

Most likely socioeconomic
scenario is growth3, neither
stagnation nor boom
Most likely regulatory
development are still stand and
evolution, not revolution

Evolution

Still stand
or
reactionary

O

BASE

O

Base scenario is “growth with
regulatory evolution”
Hedge scenario is “growth with
regulatory still stand”.

x

HEDGE

Stagnation

Growth

O

Boom

Other scenarios are unlikely for
either of two reasons

x
O

Combination is inconsistent
Combination is less likely

Socioeconomic development1
1. ”Socioeconomic development” includes (1) Macroeconomic development, (2) Sociodemographic development, (3) Consumer sentiment and (4) Technological development
2. “Regulatory development” includes legislatory development going beyond direct insurance industry regulation
3. Given the ongoing sovereign crisis in the EURO countries, a “return of the crisis” scenario should be a standard scenario of strategy discussions
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In the BASE SCENARIO, the cash flow model disappears, the industry
consolidates and many of the current development hurdles are removed
Economy shows healthy growth, outgrowing the major mature economies,
socioeconomic development prospers and investment into telecom, health and
other key infrastructure increases notably
Scenario
characterization

Impact on
market structure
and dynamics

Regulator/Legislator introduce qualitative improvements to financial industry
regulation and regulation of insurance in particular, removing some of the hurdles
which stay in the way of structural development e.g.,
– Nationwide motor claims database, removal of BCO requirements
– Ease of data protection law, ease of constraints on bancassurance
Cash flow operating model phases out and market consolidation accelerates
– Some 300 insurers by 2013
– Some 200 insurers by 2016
Market achieves significant growth (20% and more) in line with economy and
additional unlocked growth potential. Margins recover because of reduced number
of more professional competitors and tighter capital requirements
2016 foreign share in insurance market significantly higher than today

Impact on investor
sentiment

© 2011 Oliver Wyman

www.oliverwyman.com

Interest for investment in Russian insurance market revives as market becomes
structurally more attractive. This assumes that:
– Foreign insurers will be on the growth quest again and willing to take risks
– Reform in Russia’s financial sector eases negative view on Russia
– Financial investors are willing to take a bet, IPOs have a chance of success
– Valuations recover but high pre-crisis multiples will not return
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In the HEDGE SCENARIO, development will be slower, structural development inertia
will remain, counter intuitively even in an economic boom
Economy shows growth and socioeconomic progress and infrastructure
investment are similar to the base scenario or even better (economic boom)

Scenario
characterization

Regulator and legislator do little to structurally improve the regulatory framework
for insurance and the financial services sector in general
Changes to insurance regulation are predominantly “reactionary” for example
introducing new mandated insurance with questionable socioeconomic benefit, or
increasing tariffs and coverage on mandated lines
Cash flow operating model is given a life-line and consolidation slows down
– Some 500 insurers by 2013 and around 350 to 400 by 2016

Impact on
market structure
and dynamics

Market growth above 10% but below 20% (unless there is an economic boom) as
growth is driven by underlying economic development alone and not by unlocking
structural hurdles in the market
Margin pressure remains high and premium increases are partly eaten up by
inflation, meaning that GWP as percentage of GDP is rising only slowly
2016 Foreign share in insurance market remains similar to today

Impact on investor
sentiment

© 2011 Oliver Wyman
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Investor interest for investment in Russian insurance market recovers slowly,
many strategic investors prefer other BRIC alternatives
– Strategic investors will remain comparably hesitant
– Some financial investors will want to take a bet, but IPOs at risk of failure
– Market internal consolidation proceeds at slower pace
– Valuations recover only slowly and remain below potential
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The development timeline is driven by external events and time required to
formulate, pass and implement regulation – 2013 is where scenarios diverge
Fundamental government policy initiatives (IFC, SME, Inst. Investors, Economy diversification)
Regulatory/
legislatory
development

Lobbying for new compulsory lines (seen as panacea by many)
Target insurance industry structure in analogy to the banking industry
Socioeconomic development (macroeconomic, sociodemographics, consumer
sentiment, technology/infrastructure)

Global
financial
crisis

Catastrophes
trigger government
attention

2009

2010
Crisis

Destructive competitive
behaviour erodes margins
7.5% premium reduction in
2009, around 8.2% growth in
2010 still below inflation
Margins suffer due to
destructive competition and do
not recover in 2010
Migration of customers and
distribution assets to top 10
insurers accelerates

© 2011 Oliver Wyman

www.oliverwyman.com

New capital
requirements,
New mandatory
commercial liability

2011

2012

Stabilisation
Growth accelerates in line
with economic recovery and
will likely be around 13% in
2011 and between 15% and
20% in 2012
Margins recover only slightly
in and motor remains loss
making
Increased minimum capital
requirement accelerate
consolidation

Presidential
elections,
WTO accession

2013

Regulatory action removing
development barriers ?

2014

2015

2016

BASE: Evolutionary reform, structural change
HEDGE: Reactionary reform, no structural change
HEDGE scenario
– Growth accelerates driven by new compulsory lines and a growing
economy, with growth rates well above inflation
– Market remains structurally inert, some consolidation but no
structural change and continued low margins
– Life and other segment’s potential remains mostly locked
BASE scenario
– Growth accelerates beyond HEDGE scenario, driven by regulation
which unlocks the market’s potential
– Market changes structurally, consolidation accelerates, cash flow
model disappears and life insurance takes off
FRA-MOWBK1MKT-322
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Insurers believing in the BASE SCENARIO should plan along the following market
development characteristics

2009

2010

Crisis

2011

Stabilisation

GWP
growth

8.2% (CEO
-7.5% (CEO
CEO Survey
Survey
Survey
predicts13%
predicted -7%) predicted 7%)

Margins

Severe
margin
pressure

No of
players

702

2012

Severe
margin
pressure

619

CEO Survey
predicts 20%

Margin
pressure
eases only
slowly

Margins
(consolidation)
improve but
still under
pressure

about 500

about 400

2013

2014

2015

2016

Regulation triggers structural
reform and improving margins

CAGR of 17% to 22%, with strong
growth in Life (savings and pensions
segment), but no boom

Margin recover and improve towards
2016 as a result of consolidation and
disappearance of the cash flow
operating model

about 300

about 200

Source: Oliver Wyman Insurance CEO Surveys 2009, 2010 and Oliver Wyman analysis
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However, Insurers should not discount the HEDGE SCENARIO in their planning which
would result in significantly different industry economics

2009

2010

Crisis

2011

Stabilisation

GWP
growth

8,2% (CEO
-7,5% (CEO
CEO Survey
Survey
Survey
predicts13%
predicted -7%) predicted 7%)

Margins

Severe
margin
pressure

No of
players

702

2012

Severe
margin
pressure

619

CEO Survey
predicts 15%

Margin
pressure
eases only
slowly

Margins
(consolidation)
improve but
still under
pressure

about 500

about 400

2013

2014

2015

2016

Regulation does not trigger structural
reform, margins under pressure

CAGR of about 12%, the life and
savings market does not unlock,
premium per risk hardly increases

Margins remain under pressure as
growth above inflation allows cash flow
operators to survive and destructive
competition for volume continues

about 350400

about 350400

Source: Oliver Wyman Insurance CEO Surveys 2009, 2010, 2011 and Oliver Wyman analysis
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There are a number of trends driving the near term market development which
hold in both development scenarios
Accelerating
consolidation

The increased capital requirements which become effective on 1 Jan. 2012, will
accelerate the migration of customers and distribution assets to large insurers
The top 10 companies will be the clear winners in this process, other top 20 players will
also benefit but to significantly lesser extent
Competition on price and commissions is likely to continue in 2012

Low margins
in Retail

Additional growth
through new
compulsory lines

Margins are unlikely to recover, profits are mainly generated by non-motor lines
The CASCO segment is likely to continue to be overall loss making until regulatory
reform improves the conditions for the Motor market
The introduction of new compulsory lines, for example the Mandatory Hazardous Objects
Liability Insurance will add significant volume to the commercial segment
However, one should expect that privileged access and captive-type relationships will
capture the larger part of this new segment
OMTPL tariffs are likely to be raised to adjust for inflation and increased coverage1

Growth boost
through lending
recovery

Build out of owned
distribution channels

The general economic recovery has already led to a quick recovery of consumer lending
which will lead to fast growth in:
Credit linked products
CASCO volume in a fast growing car market
Insurers intent to reduce their dependence on car dealers and broker, will build out direct
distribution and try to get better control over their agent networks
Bancassurance will become an even more important channel for insurers with significant
long term potential in a future life and savings market

Source: Oliver Wyman Insurance CEO Survey 2011, Oliver Wyman analysis; (1) OMTPL tariff liberalisation (currently discussed) would open OMTPL to price differentiation
© 2011 Oliver Wyman
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However, there are a number of long term trends which have been observed in
most markets and can be expected to eventually materialise in Russia as well
Insurance markets follow specific development patters, particularly in the areas of:
– Market product and service structure
– Market distribution structure
– Bancassurance in the context of Life and Savings products which, depending on regulation,
soften the boundaries between banking and insurance
– Separation of business lines with significantly different operational requirements
- Retail and Commercial
- P&C and Health and Life & Pensions
- Distribution partners and owned channels
– Emerging business models
- Universal players
- Focused players (products / channels / customers / geographies)
- Holdings of focussed business lines
Applied to the Russian market, these patterns suggest the eventual formation of strategic blocks
– Demarcation lines of these strategic blocks are already visible
– The pace of their development will depend on the market development scenario, faster in the
BASE SCENARIO and rather slow in the HEDGE SCENARIO
These general trends need to inform the longer term strategic direction and successful
companies will not base strategy on today's market observations alone
Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
© 2011 Oliver Wyman
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We expect an increasing segregation of the market into strategic blocks, driven
by sociodemographic development and differentiated success factors

Geography &
customers

Emerging strategic blocks along
demarcation lines in the market

Region
Urban

Urban centres versus regions: urban centre
sociodemographics and economic development
is faster than in the regions and will lead to
quicker maturation of insurance in the large
cities in terms of channel and product
development

Line of business

Retail

Commercial

Owned versus partner channels: direct,
agents, banks, dealers, brokers, alternative
channels all follow distinct KSF. Direct and tied
agent allow ownership of customer while
partners do not

Health
(VMI)

Life &
Pensions
Owned
channels

Partner
channels

Business lines with different KSF: large
commercial requires a professional services
approach, retail is a unit cost game (factory),
Life/Pension requires particular risk and asset
management skills and Health requires access
to healthcare infrastructure and ability to
control cost

Distribution channel
Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
© 2011 Oliver Wyman
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With only few insurers being in a position to build credible positions in all strategic
blocks, second tier players will have to decide on where they want to focus
Focussed strategy around specific strategic blocks
Universal
Insurer
Product
Top 3 or 5 player
Present in all
regions, channels
and products (but
not necessarily
large commercial)
Brand is a
household name
with customers
and distribution
partners
Not necessarily
the most efficient
operator due to
complexity, but
benefiting from
scale effects
Willing to “buy”
market share if
sustainable

Region

Smaller player
focused on one or
more products

Smaller player
focused on one or
more regions

Excellent
execution and
customer service
for chosen product
(e.g. service
agreements with
partners)

Branding as
regional partner;
may require
investing in region
(e.g. sponsorship,
moving back office
to regions etc.)

May perform more
activities in
product segment
than insurance
(e.g. car recovery
network, garage
network, home
emergency
service)

Most products and
channels serviced
in region
Excellent customer
service and very
fair claims
handling to
support “regional
partner” brand

Channel
Smaller player
focused on one or
more specific
channels (e.g.,
direct,
bancassurance)
Detailed
understanding of
success factors in
channel and
outstanding
execution and
service in channel
(e.g. education,
support and
infrastructure for
distribution
partners)

Holding of
focussed
businesses
Can be a top
player
Present in several
products, channels
and regions
– Strong position
in main strategic
blocks of the
market, but not
all
Brand is well
known amongst
target customers,
certainly among
distribution
partners
Focused on profit
over market share

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
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Insurers who ignore these longer term trends do this at their own peril
Market leaders who do not professionalize along the strategic blocks will eventually find
themselves challenged by focused second tier players with better value propositions to customers
and distribution partners based on better aligned operating models
Second tier players who do not establish strategic focus and try to serve everything and
everyone will find that they cannot achieve the economics of scale to remain credible competitors
to focussed 2nd tier players and large universal players
Players depending on captive business or some sort of privileged access to costumers and
distribution partners should prepare for market reform which will eventually erode their privileged
positions or risk to loose out against open market players
Insurers which do not prepare for the take-off of life insurance will not be able to establish
strong positions in the life and pensions segment once the life market starts to take off. There is
good reason to believe that the Life and Pensions segment will be dominated by bancassurance.
Establishing a well working bancassurance partnership requires to go through a learning curve and
takes time
Insurers who do not reform their agent networks will see themselves struggle to compete with
younger and more modern agent network structures. The typical Russian agent network is
demographically challenged and ineffective in selling more complex products than OMTPL and
CASCO. There are alternative models which allow insurers more control over customers and
achieve higher sales per agent, to the advantage of the company and agents as well
Insurers who do not address their back-office cost will be at a strategic disadvantage,
particularly in retail which will become more and more a unit cost game

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
© 2011 Oliver Wyman
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4

Synthesis and Oliver Wyman
perspective
4.2 Owner / investor / CEO perspective

The owner’s perspective – what are your choices?

Are you committed to be in insurance for the long term?

Go it alone?

Do you have the financial resources to support the operational
professionalisation of your business?
Can you secure the managerial and technical skills to transition the
company out of the cash flow underwriting model?

If capital is the main issue, can you partner with a financial investor?
Invite a partner?

If you need capital and managerial and technical skill support, can you
partner with a strategic investor?
How can you make your company more attractive for investors?
What is your investor engagement strategy?
Who are potential buyers and what price can you hope to achieve?

Divest?

How do you prepare your company for divestment?

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
© 2011 Oliver Wyman
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The owner’s perspective – what action shall you take?
Approach to Quick Performance Diagnostic1
3

1
List of issues
identified by
owner and
senior
management

Performance
Diagnostic
Strategic intent
Financial
performance
Operational
delivery
Organisational
readiness

2
Oliver Wyman
view on success
levers in
emerging
markets
and Russia

4
Evaluation of development potential and future requirements
5
Owner decision for one of the fundamental options
6

Roadmap for implementation of decision

Input

Doing a holistic
assessment of your
company’s situation is
the best way to prepare
for fundamental
decisions
A Quick Performance
Diagnostic is a way to do
an assessment within 3
to 5 weeks at a
comparably low cost
The results provide a
realistic outlook for your
company’s prospects
and the amount of
investment required to
achieve your strategic
aspiration
It is also often applied to
adjust strategic ambition
and define an investor
approach strategy

Delivery

Source: Oliver Wyman Quick Performance Diagnostic Approach and Tools
1 The Quick Performance Diagnostic is done within 3 to 5 weeks and creates a holistic and strategically highly relevant fact based assessment along the whole value chain
© 2011 Oliver Wyman
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The owner’s perspective: Be realistic, the high pre-crisis premium multiples will
not return
Illustration of premium multiple valuation development
Premium
multiple

Illustrative

Change in valuation
Valuation mostly
driven by premium
volume

Valuation dominated
by volume but other
factors start to
become important

Premium volume
important element
of valuation, but no
longer dominant

3.0x

2.0x

1.0x

Early

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
1 Russian Insurance CEO Survey 2011
© 2011 Oliver Wyman
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Emerging

Maturing

Mature

Premium multiples in
Russia are past their peak
Valuation spread
is widening
– Top line growth remains
important
– But the importance of
financial health and
operational capabilities
has increased
– Foreign investors have
learned their lessons
– Premium multiples for
leaders who outperform the
market are estimated
between 1.2 and 1.4 times
premiums1
– Profitability is valued more
than premium growth1

Stages of market maturity
FRA-MOWBK1MKT-322
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The investor’s perspective: The “lagging S-curve” structure of the Russian
insurance implies significant long term potential
Market develops over longer period of
time with a continuous stream of
innovation along the value chain

Market develops rapidly with a
burst of innovation driven by “strategic players”
who maintained a portfolio of bridgehead initiatives
to launch from

Illustrative

Penetration as % of GDP

Time

Traditional S-curve
market innovation
period

Lagging
S-curve
market
innovation
period

Regulatory, socio-demographic, consumer sentiment
and regulatory barriers lead to a lagging “S-curve”
market that remains beneath its potential.

Once the barriers
to market
innovation are
broken down, the
lagging
S-curve market
develops rapidly

GDP per capita

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
© 2011 Oliver Wyman
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Foreign investor interest has started to pick up and will intensify if progress on
the regulatory framework seems likely
Mid 2008: Investors have been bullish

2009: Investor’s have been negative

1

Size: Largest CEE market

1

Size: Largest CEE market, but relatively
small and Russia weakest BRIC

2

Growth: Strong and continuous

2

Growth: Negative in 2009, flat in 2010

3

Margins: Reasonable, some emerging
concerns

3

Margins: Under severe pressure, some lines
loss-making

4

Analysts: Valuing position in growth market

4

Analysts: Downgrade and negative outlook

5

Shareholders: Want to secure position in
growth markets

5

Shareholders: Risk adverse, and cautious
with longer term views

2010 / 2011: Investor interest is starting to return and will intensify if reform looks likely1
Strategic investor include
One of the largest insurers globally
A large European composite Insurer
A large European bancassurer

Finance investors include
Several mid market PE funds
Two large global PE funds

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
1. Current capital quota (25%) for foreign insurers is almost reached making further investment difficult unless regulation changes
© 2011 Oliver Wyman
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The CEO’s perspective: Strategic focus and professionalisation

Define your
strategic focus

Agree with your shareholder on a realistic market development story
and a frank view of your competitive position
Agree with your shareholder your strategic focus and if required
adjust your strategic aspiration to what is realistically achievable
Decide on whether you are seeking investor or strategic partners and
if so, define the timeline and approach
Do a “Quick Performance Diagnostic” to have a baseline

Now

Improve near
term financial
results

Increase marketing effectiveness
Scale up distribution capabilities (particularly your agent capabilities)
Improve overall channel effectiveness
Reduce exposure to unprofitable market segments and channels
Address obvious leakage in claims

6 months

Professionalise
your operations

Improve quality and integrity of technical functions
− Underwriting
− Claims
Get serious on “owning” your distribution
Improve efficiency of other back office functions

1 years

Transition out of
the cash flow
operating model

Introduce IFRS accounting and economic “shadow metrics”
Give shadow metrics increasing weight in executive remuneration
Define strategic financial corridor to balance growth and profitability

2 years

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
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